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(a little) About me…
Anna Hughes - Director of User Research
Promethean, Inc
My background:
• Social sciences + MBA
• Product management, product marketing,
account management, user research
• Agencies, angel-stage start-ups, Big Tech
• Travel, frozen fish, alcoholic beverages,
search ads, veterinary medical devices…
I love:
• Family & Friends
• Rowing & ALL the doggos
• Understanding what makes people tick
• EdTech
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Design Sprint

Applying JTBD in the real world:
a case study
The challenge:
• Design sprint focused on an area that was too
broadly defined (“Classroom Management”)

Prototype

• Generated lots of “neat” ideas

• Not enough time to do appropriate validation, lots
of potential false positives
• Team left feeling unsure of where to go next
• Lots of unanswered questions…
Prototype Review

Questions abounded…

Will they pay for it?

l

Which question
to focus on
first?

Which feature is
most important?

What is the true
value proposition?
What are we really
competing with?

What would compel teachers to change
how they plan and deliver lessons?

They all boiled down to…

Will they pay for it?
Which feature is most
important?

l

Which question
to focus on
first?

Are
we
solving
the
What is the value
right problem the
proposition?
What are we really
right way?competing with?
How does this compare
with the competition?

What would compel teachers to change
how they plan and deliver lessons?

Now we know the question, but what’s the right method to find the answer?
So many to choose from…

Desirability study?

Kano?

Conjoint?

Purchase intent?

MaxDiff?

Comparative testing?

A/B testing?
Van Westendorp?

Gabor Granger?

Monadic testing?

Prototype review + telephone assisted survey?

Know your customers’ jobs to be done

“What companies really need to home in on is the progress that the
customer is trying to make in a given circumstance—what the
customer hopes to accomplish.
When we buy a product, we essentially ‘hire’ it to help us do a job.”

-Clayton Cristensen, Taddy Hill, Karen Dillon, David Duncan.
Harvard Business Review, September 2016
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But so many JTBD practices …”

Promethean + Vendbridge coaching engagement to the rescue!

Customer-Focused Innovation (CFI) Framework
Solutions

Needs Analysis

Research
scope and
altitude

Qualitative
Research
(Interviews)

Job-to-be-done hierarchy

Customer interviews:
Uncover JTBD & Metrics

Frame

Quantitative
Validation
(Survey)

Job Journey
Navigator

Discover and Quantify

Value Map

Feature
Mapping

Needs-Based
Value Proposition

Need-to-Feature
Matching

Value Propositions

Evaluate and Prioritize
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Jobs hierarchy
Higher-level Jobs
To contribute to the
community

To prepare children for
life

Why?
To connect with
students, families, other
educators

Focus job

To teach a lesson
Job-Journey

To plan the week

To prepare a
lesson

To deliver a lesson

To improve for the
future

To share and exchange with colleagues

What?
To manage administrative tasks

Internal exercise to document our assumptions and what we thought we knew about lesson planning and delivery.
“Focus job” helped us frame and scope the research effort
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Uncovering “Job Metrics”
What are teachers trying to accomplish at each step when
planning and teaching a lesson?

To compile content

in the fewest possible steps when setting up a lesson

so that I can remember
everything

Expectation

Unit

Context

Desired Outcomes

‘I want to…”

‘most/least/always/never’

‘…when I…’

‘So that I can…’
Optional, depending on the
project and what you’re
measuring

Output
• Customer needs stated in their own language
• Solution free, stable over time
• With a precise unit to make it measurable
• With clarifying contextual information
• Ready to be quantified
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Structured interviewing process

We used a Miro board to guide interviews with teachers.
We asked them to help us put the steps and desired outcomes at each stage of planning
and delivering a lesson on a timeline using questions like “What did you do first? After
that? What were you hoping would happen…?” to elicit job statements. We took turns
interviewing and providing critique after, so we all built our JTBD interviewing skills.

Observers were responsible for documenting job statements as
they were articulated, and for providing feedback and
suggestions after each session.
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10 teacher interviews, 300+ Job Metrics
50 metrics prioritized for survey

Higher-level Jobs
To contribute to the
community

To prepare children for
life

To connect with
students, families, other
educators

Focus job

To teach
Job Metrics in «To prepare a lesson»

Job-Journey

14 - to store content in the fewest possible places

To plan the week

To prepare a
lesson

15 - to organize lesson resources in the fewest possible
steps
To manage time,
To deliver a lesson
16 - to find a specific
resource
as quickly as possible,
lesson
flow
wherever it is stored
17 - to find pre-made lesson resources as quickly as possible
18 - to organize content into a structured lesson in the fewest
possible steps

To share and exchange with colleagues
To manage administrative tasks
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Survey- rate each metric in terms of importance and level of satisfaction with current solutions

Part 1: Users rate the importance of the 51 Job Metrics

Part 2: Users rate their level of satisfaction for each metric

The Job Metrics will be presented in blocks of 4-8 Metrics
along the Job Hierarchy/ Job Journey.

The Job Metrics will be presented in the same blocks of 4-8
Metrics as in Part 1.

Rating on a scale from 1 to 5 with the following meanings:

Rating on a scale from 1 to 5 with the following meanings:

1 - not important at all
2 - somewhat important
3 - important
4 - very important
5 - extremely important

1 - not satisfied at all
2 - somewhat satisfied
3 - satisfied
4 - very satisfied
5 - extremely satisfied

Regarding making the lesson plan, how important
is it to you…
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11

12

13

…

1

… to have to create as little material as possible
from scratch
… to never have to start from scratch when
starting to plan a lesson
…that it takes as little time as possible to write
the lesson plans
…to always be able to justify the lesson plan to
supervisors

3

4

5

10

11

12

13

1

… to have to create as little material as
possible from scratch
… to never have to start from scratch when
starting to plan a lesson
…that it takes as little time as possible to write
the lesson plans
…to always be able to justify the lesson plan
to supervisors

…
In blocks of 4-6 Metrics, along the hierarchy
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2

Regarding making the lesson plan, how satisfied
are you…

In blocks of 4-6 Metrics, along the hierarchy

2

3

4

5

Job Journey Navigator identifies focus areas along the customer journey,
Value map shows overall customer expectations
Customer expectations (Job Metrics) analyzed
using scatterplot and radar mapping

Job Journey Navigator
Customer expectations along their Job Journey

Customer Value Map
Customer expectations according to importance and degree of satisfaction
CH
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Satisfaction

Table
stakes

Cost
Savers

9

8

7

6

5

Cost savers = low importance, high satisfaction

4

3

Jobs
to be
Done

Table stakes (Must haves) =
high importance, high satisfaction

2

Pain
points

Sleepers

1

Pain points (Opportunities) =
high importance, low satisfaction

0
0

Importance
Satisfaction
Opportunity

1

2

3

4

5

6

Importance

7

8

9

10

Sleepers = low importance, low satisfaction
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Results
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6 Opportunity areas derived from importance/satisfaction ratings

Satisfaction

We now have a validated set of customer needs (the right problems!)
If we can offer the right solutions, the right way, we know they will be valued.

Identifying “Hero” features that address top pain points
8 (out of 102) features have hero potential after group ranking/prioritization vs teacher pain points

Pain Point 1

Pain Point 2

Pain Point 3

Pain Point 4

Feature 1
Priority 3

Feature 2
Priority 1

Feature 3
Priority 2

Feature n

Blind Spot!
➢ Ideation

Satisfaction

Student focus is a big pain point

n=163

Importance

We have everything – except a compelling value proposition

Creating the value proposition
Art and science

The outcome…
A value proposition that is believable, compelling, and centered in customer needs

Problems

Answers

So many ideas!

7 hero features

Will they pay?

Customer-centered value prop

Outcome: Redesign of the value proposition
And a prioritized road map!

Start

Finish

Save time when planning
a lesson

One click,
All eyes to the front

thank you
Anna Hughes

www.linkedin.com/annahughes

